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Every Sabbath

~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2
Tsiyon Partner Action Points:

Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

39 Months
Take action today!

Submit Review of Genesis
Exodus~Mod 1:Unit 1-4
and/or listen to #47 Afflicted in Egypt
Read John 5:18-47
Attend Sabbath
39 Months Remaining
/

Join our weekly online meetings as we explore the treasures of the Gospel of John!
Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of
support, even the lowest level, to gain access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same.
Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also, you can choose a
Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page at the Tsiyon.Net site.

****************************************
From Eliyahu:
Shalom friends,
Recently, I saw a statistic that 20 percent of people under age 37 say they don't have a single friend. This suggests massive loneliness among young people. In
fact, young adults are more likely to feel chronically lonely than older age groups, says a 2018 study from the Office for National Statistics in the UK. This is
startling that young people are the most lonely, given the realities of loss among the oldest seniors.
Loneliness causes people to feel empty, alone, and unwanted, and it can be a killer. People who are lonely often crave human contact, but their state of mind
makes it more difficult to form connections with other people. Experts say loneliness is not necessarily about being alone, just feeling alone. While that may
be true, it is also true that feeling alone is most often a response to actually being alone. It is a little disturbing that those who write about the topic never seem
to want to acknowledge that rather obvious fact.
So why are so many young people so lonely?
The 21st century world seems to provide more of almost everything people need or want, except for
one thing - love. It seems a strange phenomenon of this era that while society grows ever-more
technologically advanced, it also grows less tolerant, less patient, more selfish and more
disconnected from meaningful relationships with other people. Perhaps though, the obvious is true
and while society is advancing technologically, it is declining in terms of social values and
practices.
Consider how the progress of the Internet Age affects people:
1. Modes of Communication
There used to be basically three different modes of communication: face-to-face
communication, telephone conversation, and snail mail. All of these were personal. Now, its
mostly texting, maybe some email, and maybe some Skype. Personal? Not so much.
2. Electronic Banking and Commerce
We used to have to pay cash or write checks to people. It was more personal. Today, we have instant payments of all kinds, and with ATMs and
online banking, and internet shopping, you almost never have to even see or know anyone to do your banking or purchasing. Convenient? Yes.
Personal? No.
3. Online Education
Education used to involve actually going to a school of some kind and interacting with real people in the process. Today you can be totally
educated in your underwear, because you never need to actually interact with a live person, ever. Get a diploma in the mail and never once
interact with anyone. Convenient? Yes. Personal? No.
4. Telecommuting and Freelancing
Work used to involve interacting with real people, but now, not only can you get educated in your underwear, you can go to work in your
underwear as well. More and more people are telecommuting, doing their work at home. Others are freelancing, again, all at home. This is
very convenient, but provides very little interaction with real people.
5. Media and Entertainment
Some of us remember when TV was king, and there were only three stations. Families normally sat in front of the TV and watched shows
together. Back then some people worried that watching TV was taking the place of meaningful conversations in the family. Now, you can
experience pretty much any entertainment you wish on your own "device." You don't have to be concerned about meaningful conversations
with your family, because you either don't have a family, don't like your family, or they don't like you. If none of that is true for you, you're
blessed.
The Internet is convenient, no doubt. It's fast, maybe too fast sometimes. The youth are the biggest users of the Internet, and they love the tech. But does the
Internet love them? Not really.
I'm not saying totally disconnect. That isn't practical for most people. Just realize there is very little close personal connection with people on the internet.
God, family and real friends are still the most important source of love and meaning in life. If you are one of those folks that is alone, draw closer to your
Father in Heaven. He is all about Love - and He already loves you. Pray - that's your direct connection. Get connected up with Him through His Son and
pretty soon you'll be connected with everyone that is doing the same. In His family, there is no need for anyone to be lonely, because there is more than
enough love to go around.
If you need help with that, get hooked up with Tsiyon. Just sign up as a free member at tsiyon.net. Talk to people there. Check out all the free videos and other
material that will help to connect you with the Love of God toward you. We are real people, and we are using the Internet to reach real people with His love.
Come and get connected with Him.
Tsiyon Partners, join us tonight for our live video stream at tsiyon.net, at 8 pm cst. We are talking about Love!
Shalom,

/

Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org
****************************************

Get Your Genesis Certificate. Exodus Course Now
Available!
Hi! I'm Dawn. I keep your Tsiyon Tabernacle website working for you. If you have been
following along with the Tsiyon Weekly Action points, then this is the week you will
finish the Tsiyon Academy Experience Torah Genesis course! We're looking forward to
rewarding you with your handsome certificate of completion! To earn a certificate of
completion, students simply listen to each Torah Lesson and answer a few questions. It
isn't too late to get started, or to catch up, if you've fallen behind. We know life happens!
Access the Courses, and Get Your Certificate
Simply log into the Tsiyon Tabernacle and visit the Tsiyon Academy Courses page. You
will find both the Genesis and Exodus courses now available, as well as a tutorial showing
how to find your certificate of completion once your course work is completed. Free
Tsiyon Tabernacle members even have access to module one of the Genesis course. You can drop by the Tsiyon Tabernacle and give it a try to see how the
course works. Each week Eliyahu updates the Tsiyon News action points with the next Torah study that we need to be prepared to go home in the Remnant
Exodus.
Please send us your Genesis Course Review!
You've worked hard studying Torah with us each week and I am personally so excited for each one of you! Please consider sending us a review of the
Experiencing Torah Genesis course. What did you think of the course? How do you see the course material helping to prepare you and other remnant believers
for the Remnant Exodus? Do you have a testimony to share of your course experience and benefits? Would you encourage others to take the course, and why?
Be as detailed or as brief as you like. We would so love to hear from you!
You can contact us any of several ways:

We hope to hear from you!
****************************************

/

****************************************
You can tune in to Tsiyon Road from around the world by using one of the free apps on you mobile device from

.. Listen with

or

or another radio stream outlet, or directly from our website. You get a lot for free on

Tsiyon Road!

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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